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GPS Trimble Training
Overview

Collecting high resolution spatial data out in the field is a crucial skill for a variety of
disciplines including the earth sciences, ecology, archeology, urban planning, and many other
fields. However, many researchers in these disciplines do not receive formal or adequate training
in spatial thinking and reasoning until they are out in the field conducting research and may
collect inadequate data as a result. Students that participate in this training session learn the
basics of spatial data collection (shapefiles, satellites, and more) which prepares them for
fieldwork collecting spatial data in a deliberate and systematic fashion.

This learning module is meant to be an introduction to spatial thinking and reasoning
through data collection in the field. There are no prerequisites for this module and it assumes no
prior knowledge of GIS, however students are encouraged to bring background knowledge from
their home disciplines as real life examples. The module is designed to be taught by a single
instructor for 3-6 students. The estimated contact time is 60-90 minutes. The mapping exercises
are designed for Stewsie Island in Lower Lyman Lake on Carleton College’s campus, however,
they may be adapted for other locations.

This training was originally offered in May 2022, taught by Jaren Yambing ‘22
(Geology). Ten training sessions were offered with a total of 40 students participating. Students
were primarily members of the Environmental Studies, Geology, and Archeology departments
with a fairly even class year distribution, however most students had no prior experience with
GIS and spatial thinking. See the sample lesson plan here, and student feedback here.

Learning Goals
● Students will understand the different types of spatial data: raster, vector
● Students will be able to explain how different vector data types are related: point, line,

polygon
● Students will be able to determine the appropriate type of spatial data to collect in their

fieldwork
● Students will be able to explain how the global positioning system works and how GPS

receivers, satellites, and ground stations communicate with each other
● Students will learn how to operate a Trimble GPS Handheld Unit and external antenna
● Students will be able to collect point, line, and polygon features and relevant attributes

Materials
● Trimble GPS Unit
● Printed handouts

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oFpMfQlXuXDHpP4czlioZYuruDZ1V3HFBpiatM30ZcU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HiPR-5Y94eMAsQo3ZSCIOyfd4Po6lqYIcXg2rKEgiG8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/2/d/1rl589sFHveG2gFok5xBF-vxkqruoCa-kJBnv1t-Vjgs/edit


Lesson Plan
Introduction to Spatial Data Types

First, the instructor must explain the importance of spatial data and how it is
distinguished from other forms of data. Emphasize how quantitative and qualitative data is
applied to physical locations in order to find spatial relationships.

Next, introduce the two primary types of spatial data using the printed handout: raster and
vector. Begin by explaining raster data with the caveat that this training is focused on collecting
vector data; explain how rasters are structured (cells/pixels), what they are used for (lidar,
imagery, vegetation), and how they are collected (satellites and drones). Then explain the three
types of vector data, points, lines, and polygons, and how they are all built from points connected
in various ways.

Lastly, give examples of vector data collected out in the field; points - trees or fire
hydrants, lines - rivers or roads, polygons - parcels or outcrops. Try to tailor these examples to
student interests. Then, provide field relevant scenarios and ask students to plan how they wish
to collect the data. Make sure they answer the questions, what vector type and what
quantitative/qualitative attributes do they wish to collect for each feature. For example, a surface
hydrology study can delineate a watershed using a polygon, collect stream flow paths and flow
velocities in a line, and collect water samples to measure contaminants with a point. Also,
emphasize the importance of spatial scale in determining which vector type to use. For example,
the city of Minneapolis could be represented by a point for a map of the United States, but it
would be better represented as a polygon for a map of the Twin Cities Metro.

Introduction to Global Positioning Systems
Begin by using the handout to explain the relationship between base stations on the

ground, satellites in space, and GPS receivers on the ground and how they communicate with
each other with electromagnetic waves. Then begin to explain how triangulation works to
determine the location of a GPS receiver. As a physical example, ask students to stand up and
orbit around you, the instructor. This is meant to simulate satellites orbiting around a GPS
receiver. After a few moments, tell students to stop and pretend that you are sending an
electromagnetic wave towards each student-satellite. Tell the students that we can determine the
distance between each satellite and receiver based on the timing and properties of the wave; this
distance can be imagined as a radius coming out of each student. Then explain how the receiver’s
location is then known as the intersection of multiple satellites’ radii. Other important points to
emphasize are the importance of timekeeping, how error occurs when radii don’t perfectly
intersect, and how triangulation also occurs from base station to satellite.



Introduction to the Trimble GPS Unit
Open the Trimble Unit and explain how to navigate the different screens and what certain

icons mean. Please visit our online user guides for more information (LINK). Please emphasize
how our unit is actively communicating with 10-30 satellites when working in Southern MN and
how blocking the yellow receiver impacts the accuracy and number of satellites.

When you are ready to collect data, begin creating a new datafile and explain the
importance for naming conventions. Use the “DendroElevator” data dictionary.

Collecting Points
Give the students the task to collect the locations of the four walnut trees on the island as

points (if more students, also collect locations of geese nests). Make sure each student gets the
chance to collect their own point_generic. As they are collecting, have students pay attention to
the changing accuracy and number of points collected. Also, mention the use of the
pause/resume button. Have each student end their point by writing their name in the comment.
Have the final tree collected as a tree_point and show them all of the different attributes one can
collect in one spatial data point. End this exercise by showing students the map screen to see
their collected points.

Collecting Lines
Give the students the task of collecting the perimeter of the Stewsie island maze. Tell

each students to go around the circle at different speeds: walking slowly, walking normally,
jogging, and sprinting. Remind students to hit pause once they are done collecting the feature.
Have students compare the accuracy and number of points they collected. End this exercise by
showing students the map screen to see their collected circumferences; faster students should
have a more jagged circle than the slower students

Collecting Polygons
Give the students the task of collecting the area of Stewsie island as a polygon. Start by

the bridge and explain how you will use the pause/resume button to hand off the unit between
students and how it can be used to bypass obstructions in the field (Wild animals, dense
vegetation, etc.) since the points on either side of the obstruction will connect via a straight line.
Also explain the importance of not intersecting their own path or else you’ll end up collecting a
weirdly shaped polygon. Show their final polygon in the map screen and end the exercise by
showing the existing data screen to see the area of the polygon (Stewsie island is ~1000m2).

https://gis.sites.carleton.edu/user-guides/


Collecting the Maze
Give the students a final task of collecting the inside of the Stewsie Island Maze. Tell the

students that this is a competition to create the best maze across all training groups. Leave the
students to create a plan to collect the most accurate maze shapefile using the knowledge they
have learned from the training session; students may also plan to draw something at the center of
the maze. While they are discussing their plan, the instructor will prepare and attach the external
antenna to the Trimble and create a new datafile. When everyone is ready, explain why we use
the external antenna and have each student hold it to get a feeling of the new equipment. Remind
the students what point is actually being collected 2m below the antenna and the importance of
keeping the unit level. Have the students begin collecting the maze and end the training session
by showing the students their final maze and encouraging them to learn more about GIS.

Post-Training
Upload student shapefiles and send them maps of their hard work. Finally send students a

feedback survey and the maps from all of the groups. Example map of an individual training
group and all groups’ mazes are shown on the following pages






